
 Excellence Awards
Excellence Awards are presented to students who have performed at the highest level across 
several subjects in their schooling.  Their level of excellence is reflected in their attitude, 
attendance and performance at SIDE.

Isabel Boekhoorn

Isabel obtained all A and B grades this semester and will receive a fantastic report. She is a 
polite, conscientious student whose enthusiasm for learning is infectious.  Her work ethic 
and time management is outstanding. Isabel demonstrates a positive and mature attitude 
which has been evident in the work she has submitted this year.

Angela Johnston

Angela obtained all A grades this semester and will receive an outstanding report. Angela 
is the quiet achiever who takes great pride in the work she produces. She is managing her 
commitments with SIDE and dancing exceptionally well.  Angela’s teachers describe her as a 
student who is a pleasure to teach and with whom to work.

 
Yeriel Lauchenauer

Yeriel has worked exceptionally hard this year and achieved outstanding results in all of 
his subjects. He started the year living in Bolivia then relocated to Switzerland for several 
months before going back to Bolivia. Despite the time zone differences Yerial continued to 
be engaged with his teachers and met all of the work submission dates, displaying a high 
level of self-motivation and time management skills. Yeriel is to be congratulated on his 
efforts this year.

Dennis Panting

Dennis has achieved excellent results in the majority of his subjects this year. All his teachers 
have commended him on his extremely consistent work ethic and participation in online 
lessons. He often demonstrates a real flair and ability to solve problems creatively. Dennis 
lives in a remote part of the Gascoyne on a station at Mt. Sandiman and, at times, works 
under very challenging conditions in regards to online connectivity and the weather. During 
these times he has maintained his consistency and was able to overcome these difficulties. 
Congratulations on a great year, Dennis.



Endeavour Award
Endeavour Awards are presented to students who perform to the best of their capability in 
their schooling.  These students are recognised for their persistence and positive attitude in 
overcoming difficulties.

Kyle Dobney

Kyle has participated enthusiastically in his Saba lessons throughout the year. He 
demonstrated perseverance in all his work and tackled new challenges with a positive 
attitude. Kyle actively engages in working carefully and conscientiously and is not shy in 
asking for support. He eagerly contributes towards classroom discussions and is always 
polite and caring towards others. Kyle has demonstrated a high level of responsibility 
towards his learning and is to be congratulated for his efforts this year. 

Student Services Awards 
Student Services Awards are presented to students who demonstrate an outstanding 
commitment to education in a distance mode.  They are recognised by the Student Services 
team for their organisation and participation skills in this mode of learning.

Home Based
Mackenzie Treloar

Mackenzie has worked very hard this year to improve her grades, meet deadlines and 
communicate with staff about workloads and other commitments. Her report for this 
semester is amazing. Mackenzie has well and truly met the goals established on enrolment 
and is to be congratulated on her commitment to her studies. Congratulations, Mackenzie.  



Year 7 Subjects

The Arts   
 Visual Arts      Lauren Rowe

English 
 English       Jen Kaiser Dayon

Health 
 Health Education      Zara Williams

Languages 
 French       Yeriel Lauchenauer     
 Japanese      Rishita Sarkar

Mathematics      Laylah Garner

Science        Nicholas Mills
        Zara Williams

Humanities and Social Sciences    Angela Johnston

Technologies 
 Design and Technologies    Dennis Panting    
 Home Economics     Lauren Rowe
 Digital Techology     Jamelia Ugle

 


